COLORADO ROCKIES SPRING TRAINING
2024 Broadcast Schedule

All times listed are MDT
Updated 1/18/24

Friday 2/23: Rockies v Arizona – 1:00pm pregame; 1:10pm first pitch

Saturday 2/24: Rockies @ Arizona – 1:00pm pregame; 1:10pm first pitch

Sunday 2/25: Rockies @ Milwaukee – 1:00pm pregame; 1:10pm first pitch

Monday 2/26: Rockies v LA Dodgers – 1:00pm pregame; 1:10pm first pitch

Saturday 3/2: Rockies v Cincinnati – 1:00pm pregame; 1:10pm first pitch

Sunday 3/3: Rockies @ LA Dodgers – 12:55pm pregame; 1:05pm first pitch

Monday 3/4: Rockies v San Francisco – 1:00pm pregame; 1:10pm first pitch

Friday 3/8: Rockies @ LA Angels – 1:00pm pregame; 1:10pm first pitch

Sunday 3/10: Rockies v Milwaukee – 2:00pm pregame; 2:10pm first pitch

Tuesday 3/12: Rockies v Kansas City – 2:00pm pregame; 2:10pm first pitch

Tuesday 3/19: Rockies v Cleveland – 2:00pm pregame; 2:10pm first pitch

Monday 3/25: Rockies @ Milwaukee – 2:00pm pregame; 2:10pm first pitch

Tuesday 3/26: Rockies v Milwaukee – 1:00pm pregame; 1:10pm first pitch
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